September 16th, 4:00-6:00pm
"Communicating Outside the Academy: Finding Your Voice and Telling Your Story" with Dr. Lindsay Sarah Krasnoff

September 27th, 12:00-2:00pm and 4:00pm-6:00pm
"Public Writing and the Early Career Scholar" with Professor Patricia Matthew
"Whiteness as an Institution: Publics and Pedagogies" with Professor Patricia Matthew

October 15th, 4:00-6:00pm
"From the Library to the Front Page: Pitching and Placing Your Work" with Dr. Lindsay Sarah Krasnoff

October 22nd-23rd
"AGENCY + CARE: The Power of Black Women Reading"

November 4th, 4:00-6:00pm
"You're Not Alone On Stage: Effective Oral Presentations for Any Audience" with Dr. Lindsay Sarah Krasnoff

November 15th, 10:00am-4:00pm
"Humanities Design: A Primer and Workshop Exploring Equity, Access and the Public" with Dr. Sara Ogger

November 18th, 4:00-6:00pm
"The Fine Art of the Op-Ed" with Dr. Lindsay Sarah Krasnoff

Event registration and more information can be found at: publicslab.gc.cuny.edu/events

Find us on:  🎥  📸  @PublicsLab